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We believe that the study of informality can 
contribute to the new role of the architect. It is 
a concept that prevents the designing process 
from detaching from the user. Informality is 
linked with how people appropriate spaces and 
how they maximize its use. We could argue that 
the presence of informality is indicative of urban 
diversity and its functionality. It implies whether 
a place is suitable for the user in a full range 
of aspects (economic, social, environmental, 
etc). In cities like Luanda where the informal city 
predominates (seventy-six percent), we could 
observe and map this phenomenon in order to 
support the aim of this investigation. The initial 
proposal for this project dealt with the following 
question: Which informal qualities from the An-
golan settlements ´Musseques´ can be brought 
to the Dutch Vinex-districts? During the process 
of reformulating the research focus, other ques-
tions were raised. What are we talking about 
when we talk about informality? Which informal 
qualities does one find in the Netherlands that 
could be taken into account once new urban 
developments are considered? Informality is as 
old as Mankind; it is layered in time. What is the 
historical background of informality? We could 
argue that informality increases the complexity 
of urban operations. Why and how should infor-
mality and formality be balanced? Besides the 
reformulation of the central questions, what are 
the grounds for this investigation?  What multi-
disciplinary references (art, science, engineer-
ing, etc), can we use to look at the research 
from different angles?
In spite of the inexistence of a specialization in 
balancing formality with informality, many pro-
fessionals from diverse fields of investigation 
contributed to the knowledege of these con-
cepts. What has been the reflection on this 
topic?

The investigation of the African lesson on in-
formality and the possibilities of its applica-
tion in the Dutch context, led us to reposition 
our focus. During this process we came to the 
conclusion that identifying instances of formal-
ity does not preclude distinguishing informality 
and its actions. On one hand the two concepts 
inform each other; to a certain degree they are 
inseparable. On the other hand, we observed, 
in both countries, that the predominance of the 
one was linked to the absence of the other.
We could still maintain that in the Netherlands 
there is a need for more informality and that in 
Angola there is a need for more formality. Al-
though we are using Angola as a lesson, the 
focus of this project is on the Netherlands. The 
recognition of the qualities of the Angolan urban 
systems is useful for both countries; it is actually 
a universal subject.  If we look beyond the ex-
treme conditions in which the Angolan inhabi-

tants live we believe that an analysis of the for-
mal-informal relationship can be beneficial for 
urban developments in both countries.

Many contributors pointed out that informality 
is disappearing not only in the Netherlands as 
we first thought, but in Angola as well, among 
other factors due to globalization, rapid growth, 
and especially to the persistence of old urban 
patterns. In Luanda the government has cre-
ated a program of relocation of the musseque 
dwellers into newly built urbanizations (such 
as the Panguila Neighbourhood) resembling 
the Vinex districts in the Netherlands.  Rows 
of family houses are being erected, following 
pre-established alignments forming streets for 
circulation, while schools, churches and other 
facilities have been annexed to the housing de-
velopments.
 The end result has been criticized for its sim-
plistic approach and lack of vision, and for ne-
glecting many of the qualities of the former in-
formal settlements.

A comparable situation existed in the Nether-
lands, where informality was omnipresent up 
to the end of the nineteenth century. The back 
neighbourhoods ´de achterbuurten´, for exam-
ple, accounted for eight percent of the informal-
ity rate in Amsterdam. This is a reminder that 
informality was as much a part of the whole as 
formality. Due to geographical, religious and 
sanitary reasons it has been restrained.

While carrying out the field work in both coun-
tries, we focused first on the public space of the 
street and the square (everyone’s place), pro-
ceeded to examine the semi-public (someone’s 
place) , and finally directed our attention to the  
outdoors private space (own place), the front 
and back yard. 

The investigation looked at the tension between 
public and private space by observing informal 
or formal expressions. Our initial point of obser-
vation is the yard, the ground that immediately 
surrounds a house, and its co-relation with the 
street and other adjoining public areas such as 
squares.
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 De Broodgang, the back neighbourhood 
 at the Raamstraat, Rotterdam.
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Historical Background Angola

A study of the historical background in Angola 
allows us to understand how informality is pres-
ent. The layering of time, the usage of space and 
the culturally embedded knowledge is linked to 
how people today build in the musseques.
The act of construction in Africa is very often 
associated with ephemeral values; due to no-
madic civilizations temporal buildings were as-
sembled and dismantled constantly adapting 
to mobility. Permanence, on the other hand, is 
found in the traditional rituals and in the family 
rather than built structures. This can be seen 
in the organic construction of the musseques 
which is based upon former house typologies 
used in traditional nomadic kingdoms.

Traditional Angolan village 

The building strictly follows the needs of the 
structure, allied to a sense of economy. The 
degree of importance of the building remains 
secondary when compared with the outside of 
the house.
Our aim is to identify the prevailing traditions; 
the ones that are still embedded in the act of 
building today by making analogies with former 
historical models.
The idea of meeting in the open, very present in 
the Angolan architectural and urban typologies, 
resonates in the front yards, backyards and 
common spaces of the informal settlements in 
Luanda.

Symbolic tree, a firmly rooted Mulembeira tree was assigned 
to the Quiocos tribe from Lunda province that they could 
settle in the area.

Poligamic model of a Family-house - Eumbo from the 
Cunhama (etnic group)
1.Entryway, 2.Area for trituration of goods, 3.Corridor, 
4.Altar for Sacrifices, 5.Sacred Altar, 6.Man Accommo-
dations and storage, 7.Accommodation first Wife with 
private altar, kitchen, and storage, 8. Accomodation 
second wifewith kitchen and storage 9. Pavillion 10. 
Patio playground for children, 11. Hut for butter prepa-
ration, 12. Storage for milk, 13.Chicken house, 14.Entry-
way for cattle, 15.Bovines Farmyard,  17.Goats Farm-
yard, 19. Guests Accomodation.

As the historian Isabel Castro Henriques, one of 
the contributors to this project, wrote in her book 
Território e Identidade: 
“The land doesn’t have trading value according 
to the African tradition, since it doesn’t belong to 
the group except through the mediation of the 
spirits; for Europeans land purchase commer-
cial value can be appropriated by someone and 
in this way to be sold in the free market. There 
is an explicit contrast between the value of the 
social and symbolic use designated by Africans 
and the European trade value.
 If the African land should be tackled as cultural 
entity dependent on a long process of human-
ization and socialization, the first question to un-
derline is the sacred character of the land. The 
Land which is preceding Mankind it conditions 
rituals and other existential practices.”
In the foreword of Angola 1925-1975 – Cidades 
Território e Arquitecturas. O facto urbano colo-
nial: dominação e conhecimento, Isabel Castro 
Henriques  wrote:
“The African civilizations created long before 
the European presence and way after their 
departure, complex social systems, where we 
could include diverse structures, (political, reli-
gious, economic, commercial, and urban).
Equally exploiting and managing natural infra-
structures which guaranteed the production of 
goods allowing the creation of complementary 
networks.
The African civilizations are not disconnected 
but on the contrary aim the convergence with 
nature through the possibility of constant inven-
tion.”
Hence the African civilizations complemented 
their natural environment. 
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         Access to Achterbuurten (back neighbourhoods) 

Historical Background The Netherlands

The explanation for the presence of the Vinex 
districts, the last urban developments which 
were created in the nineties, lies in the Dutch 
urban memory. A walk through history will help 
us understand how informality evolved into for-
mality in the Netherlands over time.
To find Informality within the formal layers of 
Dutch culture we have to go back to 19th cen-
tury, where the Industrial revolution transformed 
life in the cities causing an important social and 
spatial impact.
The movement of people in search of a job from 
the countryside to the city duplicated the cities´ 
population. The old urban fabric had to expand 
and therefore city walls were demolished.
Some Dutch cities were built in polders, areas 
of land reclaimed from the sea. Due to the wa-
ter system restrictions, city plots were long and 
narrow, and houses had to be built on the plot 
side along the water channel. 
Cities seemed very compact because of the 
water constraints, however behind such formal 
structures open areas with gardens existed for 
intimacy and relaxation where Dutch Informality 
could express itself. The plots had two access 
points: one leading to the house from the Main 
Street, and another (´de snijden´ or long nar-
row street corridors) to the backyard garden.   
At that time houses were economical models; 
living space on the upper floors, and working 
space, shops, or storage in the ground floor ar-
eas. 

The Dutch city-housing model changed with the 
Industrial Revolution. Land owners saw this pe-
riod as an opportunity to exploit the shortage 
of housing.  As a consequence they built rental 
homes onto their backyards; nevertheless their 
gardens were preserved as spaces of informal-
ity while at the same time serving as borders 
between them and the new tenants. Lower 
class families lived together in small rooms, at 
or below street level without any privacy. This 
explains why the back corridors soon became 
used as more than a means to enter the home. 
De snijden were transformed into semi-public 
lively areas due to this functional diversity and 
social interaction, as a result of the many chores 
which could not be carried out inside.  These 
areas of informality were known as Achterbuur-
ten, the ´back neigbourhoods´. 

 

 De Broodgang, the back neighbourhood 
 at the Raamstraat, Rotterdam.

The precarious state of these rental spaces, 
which provided the tenants with an outdoor toi-
let shared between eight to ten families and no 
maintenance, presented a health risk that could 
affect every citizen. By the end of the century 
the widespread fear of disease and large num-
ber of health concerns led to an investigation of 
the Achterbuurten. This project resulted in for-
malization regulating the size and location of a 
´decent habitable space´.

Steven Komies´ Plaggenhut, Onstwedde. July 1915

In contrast to the Achterbuurten, a self-made 
informal model was created at the beginning of 
20th century, ´de Plaggenhutten´.  Although this 
model was soon prohibited, it is worthwhile to 
mention how formalization was giving an oppor-
tunity to informality. As an unwritten rule, a home 
which was built during the night could remain 
if it was standing and the chimney smoked by 
sunrise. These Dutch settlements were located 
in the poorest areas of the Netherlands, inhabit-
ed by the peat extraction workers who often had 
large families. They were very simple structures, 
partially dug into the ground and covered with 
turf from the surroundings. 
During the twentieth century, the steady rise 
of population, above all during the baby boom 
of 1945-1972, added to the urgency for more 
housing and led to the building of new large 
residential areas. The solutions were welcome 
at first but years later the lack of urban diversity 
which resulted was evident. Informality was dis-
appearing with the formalization of urban struc-
ture; the mono-functionality approach reduced 
street life to car-use.
In the 90´s the Dutch government decided to 
move in a new direction regarding Spatial Plan-
ning in the Netherlands. Four reports were cre-
ated on Spatial Planning and the object of our 
investigation deals with the improvement of the 
Vinex-districts; the urban developments which 
were the result of the Fourth Report on Spatial 
Planning Extra*.The State, provinces, and mu-
nicipalities all collaborated on this plan and 
between 1995 to 2005 the Vinex-districts were 
developed. 
This report will present the findings of our first 
phase research: It exposes the pure sense of 
formality in the Vinex urban developments and 
how this unnatural environment has forgotten 
the social needs of urban life.
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Field work Description Angola

The field research in Luanda would not have 
been possible without the support of the Devel-
opment Workshop in Luanda which provided us 
with transportation and local guides to access 
the musseques.
If we use the Public Space as the starting point 
of our investigation, we come to realize, that 
many architectural concepts acquire a multi-
layered purpose and meaning when observing 
informal use of space. 
The street does not only facilitate all levels of 
circulation but sustains the use of available 
space, defined as non-circulation.  A sidewalk 
in Luanda is where informality assumes its 
maximum expression. It is the spatial entity that 
is constantly flowing and there is no clear limit 
to its functionality. We observed people, from 
early in the morning until late in the evening, 
walking, sauntering, sitting, meeting, working, 
selling, eating, playing, dancing, and resting. It 
appeared that people spent more of their time 
on the sidewalk than anywhere else.
From the sidewalk a pedestrian can access 
other layers of spatial use that might or might 
not be immediately announced. The size of the 
sidewalk is never enough to bear all the activ-
ity that takes place during daytime. Activity can 
be interrupted when there is no sidewalk or any 
reasonable surface, to walk, to stand, to sit, to 
sell, or to cross.
During the observation there were points where 
the limit between inner and outer space over-
lapped. We then found it necessary to enter the 
houses or shops facing the street, to better un-
derstand the true limit of the street. 
Around that process, we quickly devised a way 
to explain our presence to the slum dwellers. In 
order to visit their front yards, backyards and 
multi-purpose yards, we would jump over the 
explanation of the research itself, simply saying 
that we were there to see or to study something
that didn’t exist in the Netherlands.

Suddenly the doors were open to us and any 
other explanation became unnecessary. 
What we observed confirmed our research 
argument that people are very active literally 
building their lives in the home and maximizing 
its use for a variety of purposes.
As an economic model, the house grows ac-
cording to the income of the slum dweller and 
contains a means of subsistence for the owner, 
whether it is a spontaneous vegetable garden 
that provides food or a small business providing 
a source of income. 
As a social model the house grows according to 
the number of family members; it must support 
everyone within the group.
As an unfinished structure, the cement brick 
walls of the house are constantly being built or 
broken down to allow new connections and ex-
tensions. 
The construction of the house is an intuitive 
process that answers the needs of the slum 
dweller: space to sleep, space to store, space 
to be in the open, space to earn money, space 
to share with the neighbours.
Toilet facilities are very precarious but when 
they exist they are semi-public devices that are 
shared outdoors.
Public space and semi-public space are marked 
by symbolic trees which provide shadow and 
indicate where to gather. Untended spaces are 
filled by vegetables and fruit trees which grow 
and flourish spontaneously.
The only functions which are not compatible 
with the housing program are hospitals, due to 
risk of contamination. All else is accepted, com-
bined and multiplied.
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1.Housing Program+Shop 
2.Housing Program+Hair Salon 
3.Housing Program+Tenancy 
4.Housing Program+Repair 
5.Housing Program+School
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Cacuaco / Kikolo District / Panguila
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Symbolic Tree indicating
washing & homemaking.
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Kikolo District 
Compão Neighbourhood

Symbolic Tree indicating
Semi-public Space

where Family
gathers.

Front Yard
Hairdresser

Front Yard
washing & homemaking

Cazenga 
Tala-Hadi District 

Calowenda Neighbourhood

Private House

Private House

Multifuntional Case
Barbecue
Beer Stall

...



Field work Description The Netherlands

This Field work is the result of twelve Vinex dis-
tricts studies in the Netherlands. The locations 
were chosen according to the following criteria: 
size of the area, time development and proxim-
ity to the cities.
During the planning weeks of our investigation, 
we anticipated that Angolan field work would 
be more complicated considering the lack of 
infrastructure and city insecurity, but our Dutch 
experience was not as simple as we had ex-
pected.
While the Angolan climate did not hinder our 
efforts, the Dutch investigation was dictated 
by ´buienradar´, a weather website. The time-
table for our visits was dependant on the Dutch 
weather forecast, a frequent intruder in our 
planning. Much physical effort and organization 
were required due to the weather uncertainty.
The opportunity of travelling around the country 
by using NS and OV-fiets transportation made 
the project an adventure sport. Each visit was 
different, and the social interaction, though lim-
ited, was immensely satisfying. We interviewed 
wonderful people and found interesting social 
programs that encouraged us to continue. 
As opposed to Luanda musseques, we ex-
pected relatively easy access to the Vinex dis-
tricts. Our assumption turned out to be true; the 
streets were usually empty and one could walk 
around within the public space, except where 
signs prohibited trespassing. The feeling of be-
ing observed was captured as soon as we saw 
people by their windows; they were curious of 
our presence and often anxious.
Hence we approached the Vinex dweller by in-
troducing ourselves as professionals who were 
conducting official research. Once everything 
was explained, they were always willing to col-
laborate in our research by telling us their ex-
periences. 
The goal of the investigation was to collect and 
observe informal and formal indicators of the 
Vinex districts.

We began by looking at the relationship be-
tween public space and private housing. 
By “reading” the front gardens of the houses it 
is possible to identify the following information: 
the relationship between neighbours, the at-
tachment to one´s home, if architecture meets 
one´s needs, how often the house is inhabited 
and which social groups inhabit the house. To 
illustrate this point we show the same typology 
owned by different owners: 

Zuiderburen / Leeuwarden

The Vinex semi-public space manifests itself in 
two ways: 
- As corridors, like ´de snijden´, providing ac-
cess to one´s backyard garden and also used 
for refuse disposal. Though one can sometimes  
observe children playing, these areas are usu-
ally quiet.
- As collective space embraced by the housing 
orientation. The area becomes a pre-entrance 
to peoples´ homes and there is usually a play-
ground in its centre. The interviewees men-
tioned that once or twice a year they organized 
activities there with their neighbours. 
Crossing the line of public space are private 
properties; the plot layout follows the traditional 
efficient use of space; house in the front and 
garden in the back. One significant change in 
the house typology is that the garden faces the 
water. This space still contains the Dutch in-
formality of earlier times; it is a pleasant area 
where people enjoy close contact with nature 
and find privacy and recreation. It is very green, 
often with lush vegetation and contains various 
small informal constructions like house exten-
sions, storages and workshops. 
It is important to note that the role of water 
evolved after the sewer system was integrated 
into urban developments. This small typologi-
cal variation ´ the water-garden´ helps explain 
how the Dutch relationship changed over time. 
The water was no longer viewed simply as a 
drainage system but, more often, as a place for 
recreation.  Apart from having their lives condi-
tioned by the water, people increasingly longed 
to live near it.The Dutch retreated into the pri-
vacy of their gardens by the water and front 
porches became less frequented providing less 
opportunity for contact amongst neighbours.
The water became neither a public nor a private 
space, but rather an undefined, unlimited space 
of freedom, where social interaction could also 
occur. 
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Interviewees: 
Peter Paul �<+��#��

Koen �
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Theun de Vries �=���#�

Gemeente Leeuwarden: 
Rinse Terpstra
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Rolf Tjemmes, 
Willem Tiemens
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Leidsche Rijn /  Utrecht
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Interviewees: 
Emmaushuis: Luuk 

Kimberli ��
��#��Jessica �����#�
Groene Stichting: Pien 

Remake Stichting:
Jeroen van Donselaar
Mark �����#��Gabi �����#�
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Mark Leppen, Richard Daniëls

Nesselande / Rotterdam
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Reeshof / Tilburg

Location name
Date of visit

Collaborators

Field work Visits
Transportation

Interviewees: 
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[������$��!�
�
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Ypenburg / Den Haag

Interviewees: 
Tanneke Wigersma �����#�
Joke ��	��#� Rachel ��+��#�

|�����&���^����������"
Kathi 


+#	�#�	

�
Stadshagen / Zwolle 

������������������
	�#	�#�	



Interviewees: 
Juliet �����#����������
	��#�

Donija �

��#������!����<���#�

���������!�
�

Jeroen Mensink
Vinex collaborator

Interviewees: 
Ivet ��=��#��X�������>��#�

$�����{�!������������"�
`��������^�_�'����

Paula Hink

�#	�#�	



�_~��&�����������

Interviewees: 
Linda ��	��#��Suzane �<	��#�

Dushana �

��#� Delicia ����#�
^'����<��#�

^��������������}���''�"
Ron van Dijk

�#	�#�	
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Interviewees: 
Greece �<=��#��Jans ��	��#�

Mieke �<>��#�����������<	��#�
Philadelphia Stichting
Jeanine, Sarah, Nicole

$�����{�!����������''��"�
Jan Dorrestijn, 

����'��~�����

Visit locations - vinex districts Netherlands
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Local Analysis / Field work Netherlands  /  Program - Playground

De Aker District, Amsterdam 
Bergwijk

Deveny&Donija (10 -11yr.) said:
´We like to play in the dijks´.

Playground at
Bergwijk.

Ijburg District, Amsterdam 
Steigereiland Noordbuurt

This neighbourhood is defined by the 
water. The street becomes quiet 

because it is
detached from the main street. 

Dwellers feel comfortable due to their 
privacy, there is a feeling of safety and 

therefore confidence to leave 
their belongings outside.

The Street becomes 
a ´Collective Backyard´. 
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 - Gives a Sense of 
Place & Orientation 
- Prevents Alienation

- Creates Room for Contemplation

*See page 112

Crossing Parameters between Angola and Netherlands

- Contact with Nature
- Stimulates Outdoor Use

- Everyone’s Mobility
- Democracy

- Invites Visitors
- Provides other 

Alternatives & Opportunities equals Multiple choices
- Activates street for a longer 

Night & Day Cycle of Street Life
 - *High Rate of Economic Informality in AO 

Place of Negotiation

- Meeting Points
- Knowing your neighbour

- Sharing Imaginary
 - Social Interaction & Cohesion 

 equals Sense of Community

- Defines Architecture Obstacles & Facilitators
- It questions the Impact of the Architectonic elements

- Private Space versus Public Space
- Reveals Aspirations of the tenants

- Place of Mediation & Softening
- Enhance Intimacy or Familiarity

- Transition to Private

- Beautification 
- Domestic Plantings

- Day-to-Day House operations

- Private Indoor Sphere
- Engagement & Protection

- *High Rate of Informality in NL 
Place of Freedom

AO

NL
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108 Cross Analysis / Field work Matrix 

Collective Space Borders Semipublic Space Open Private SpaceHome - making VINEX
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Amsterdam

provinces stcirtsidlatipac & yrtnuoc

Amsterdam

provinces stcirtsidlatipac & yrtnuoc

Luanda

districts sdoohruobhgiensecnivorp & yrtnuoc

Luanda

districts sdoohruobhgiensecnivorp & yrtnuoc

LuandaLuanda

AmsterdamAmsterdam

Size comparison 
scale: 1 /10000

Angolan Area:         1.246.700 km²

Dutch Area:               41.848 km²

Administrative divisions comparison
scale: 1 /7500
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110 Cross - Analysis / Comparison

To conclude the report we will juxtapose the 
analysis from the field work in both countries. 
Consequently we will measure the level of Infor-
mality of the Vinex-locations to identify a future 
case study.

The interest for the Angolan historical back-
ground led us to delve into the history of In-
formality in the Netherlands in order to under-
stand Dutch urban Formality. We can argue 
that the musseques, de Achterbuurten, and de 
Plaggenhutten are not decent, habitable spac-
es nor can we deny the poor hygienic condi-
tions which the inhabitants have to endure, but 
to what extent do the large residential areas of 
today offer a healthier urban life space? From 
an urban social perspective we cannot dismiss 
the importance of functional diversity and how 
it enhances urban quality by stimulating social 
interaction (social control and reciprocity). 
We concluded from our study that informalities 
observed in Angola can be classified into three 
subgroups:

1Cultural Informality: Related to former African 
historical typologies.

2 Survival Informality: Due to the inhabitants´ 
economical conditions in Luanda.

3 Beautification Informality: it is integrated with-
in their primary need.

In the Netherlands the examples are different 
and not always comparable due to socio-cul-
tural, economical and geographical factors. 
During the field work we identified the following 
groups of informality in the Vinex-districts:

1Cultural Backyard Informality, reminiscent of 
the ´achtertuinen´. It is the private area where 
the Dutch most comfortably express informality.

2 Water boundaries Informality: The land mor-
phology is related to contemplation, relaxation 
and freedom.

3 Beautification Informality: Very common, cor-
responding to all small individual actions which 
contribute to the collective good.

Informality in the new Dutch residential environ-
ments does exist; though the urban fabric is 
heavily regulated, many individual actions can 
be observed which reflect the Vinex-dweller´s 
sense of attachment to his home. We noticed 
that Informality is heavily related to culture and 
was more pronounced in some neighbouhoods 
than others. Dwellers with non-Dutch cultural 
backgrounds maintain a higher degree of in-
formality; for Dutch natives, however, the Vinex 
district perpetuates the Dutch legacy of formal-
ity and deters them from expressing their indi-
vidual identities.  

The solution for future urban developments 
which we envision should not disregard the past 
nor seek to create a new urban phenomenon. 
We can recognize the value of old urban mod-
els and at the same time avoid repeating their 
failures. Furthermore we believe that the qual-
ity of urban life is directly linked to informality, 
which has a social and spatial impact, grows 
over time, and contributes towards a sustain-
able development. The experience of the An-
golan Informal Settlements can help teach us 
how to improve the quality of life in the Vinex-
districts. The idea is not to transform the Vinex-
districts into informal settlements, but to redress 
the formal/ informal balance when possible and 
needed, creating space for the dynamic of the 
future.



street semi - public

backyard (water - garden) street housefront yard

High Rate of Informality 
in the Netherlands 
Place of Freedom

High Rate of Economic Informality 
in Angola

Place of Negotiation

Public Private

?

Time Improvement Spatial Impact Social Impact Sustainable Development

Evolving
Dynamic & Responsive

Transformative

Adaptability & Flexibility
Spontaneous
High Density

Self-Motivation
Indivudual Decisions

Personal
Diversity

Trust & Reciprocity
Self-Sufficiency
Human Capital

M U S S E Q U E - A N G O L A

Time Improvement Spatial Impact Social Impact Sustainable Development

Enduring
Fixed

Accomplished

Rigidity
Self-Restraint
Low Density

Alignment
Institutional Decisions

Anonymous
Monotony

Rules & Order
Dependant
Outsource

V I N E X  D I S T R I C T - N E T H E R L A N D S
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Last Phase
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Garden Water   Building

We classified the cross-analysis in several 
key-relations:  

Time Improvement 

Vinex-districts are planned urban develop-
ments and executed in fixed phases. When 
an urban phase is completed the possibility 
of transformation is not likely. Each line of the 
urban plan is determined and therefore these 
borders cannot move or disappear. The rigid-
ity that characterizes the Vinex urban develop-
ments is unnatural because social demands 
are solved with a common answer.

The building process in the informal settlements 
in Luanda, very often, corresponds to a series 
of additions onto an intitial construction. This 
essential space, usually temporary, gradually 
becomes entrenched.
The initial construction encloses a space, mark-
ing the limit of the informal property, which has 
two functions:
The first function is to maintain an outdoor front 
yard or backyard, reminiscent of earlier African 
house typologies. 
The second function guarantees the dynamic 
space for the house to grow and to serve as a 
motor for emancipation.
 With time, as the family grows and household 
income changes, the construction evolves. Ul-
timately the house will accommodate all of the 
users´ domestic and material needs.
From this Bottom-Up approach we learn that 
space manipulation can be a tool to design the 
unforeseen.

 



Garden           House            Water

Garden           House
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Spatial impact 

The urban life in the Vinex-districts does not im-
prove with Contemporary Architecture; it hardly 
gives any space for informal activities because 
of its rigidity. The restraining lines between pub-
lic and private space reduces the opportunity 
for semi-public existence where spontaneous 
social interaction tends to occur. The emer-
gence of the water-garden typology, previously 
described (see “NL Field Work”), also decreas-
es the chance for social interaction in the pub-
lic sphere. When planning future urbanities, it 
should be possible to allow for informality within 
formal developments as once happened in 20th 
century with the Plaggenhutten model. 

In the informal settlements in Luanda, we ob-
served that urban developments resulting from 
individual decisions demonstrated a constant 
adaptability, much like a living organism, to fit 
the needs of the user. The physical construc-
tion must allow the transformation; it remains 
flexible. In this way it is still possible to sup-
port spontaneous operations with any leftover 
space. We observed that when ground space 
is still available, it is automatically claimed for 
semi-public purposes.  The bottom–up systems 
generate spaces that find a balance between 
the private needs of the user and the collec-
tive needs of the community. Such a measure 
should also be considered and applied in top-
down developments.

Social Impact 

Nowadays contemporary urbanizations use the 
top-down approach to answer only to general 
infrastructure needs. They are mono-function-
al, compact, gated communities. Dwellers are 
anonymous due to the uniformity of the urban 
fabric. The lack of multi-functional areas limits 
urban life to the evening time, when most resi-
dents come back exhausted from their working 
locations. The new water-garden typology of-
fers pleasant areas for leisure in the back of the 
house and consequently there is no street life 
where people can socially interact. 

In earlier times Dutch urban life was more di-
verse and therefore social.  Today, a visitor to 
the Vinex-districts will be hard pressed to find 
toilet facilities or eating and rest areas. Other 
functions besides housing barely  exist. These 
urban developments are not suitable for other 
societal group besides families. Vinex-districts 
offer bigger houses, parking lots and green 
areas. The locations abound with playgrounds 
and schools facilities and the voices of children 
resonate all throughout the area. But, although 
the Vinex-concept addressed childrens´ needs, 
we cannot excuse the absence of other funda-
mental functions in each neighbourhood. 

During our interviews the residents decried the 
absence of a bakery on the corner or a café to 
meet friends.

In the Angolan musseques each house be-
comes a socio-economical model; the housing 
program is combined with other functions which 
provide a source of income. Therefore, the over-
lapping of functions creates urban diversity and 
social interactions. Moreover Angolan dwellers 
have a different concept of living space. Most of 
the house functions take place outdoors making 
optimal use of the daytime. The inner space of 
the house is only used during night time. 

We observed that in certain informal settlements 
in Luanda some amenities such as toilets are 
shared in semi-public spaces; these toilets are 
often built outside the homes and available for 
all to use. 

Even though there is a formalization of the urban 
fabric in the musseques due to the use of simi-
lar construction methods, materials and money 
deficiency, all the houses are self-built and re-
ceive the personal mark of their inhabitant; there 
is always a degree of self-expression. We could 
argue that self-participation assures a better 
model for urban social developments.
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Garden           House            Water
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Sustainable development  

The present scale of housing construction plot 
by plot does not promote social sustainability. 
The houses look the same and do not provide 
opportunities for the self-expression of its dwell-
er; essentially they impede him from fully ap-
propriating the home as his own. Its framework 
is fixed with no possibilities of evolving in re-
sponse to future needs. The monotony encoun-
tered detracts from the walking experience in 
the neighbourhood and also affects visitor ori-
entation. These overly planned developments 
do not generate opportunities for capital circu-
lation due to their dependence on other urban 
centers. Consequently, the use of cars is preva-
lent, increasing pollution and traffic jams. 

In the musseques dwellers build their own 
homes to ensure that each house responds to 
their needs. This natural urban development is 
flexible, adapts to its own circumstances and 
reflects the owner´s identity. The diversity of 
functions is very present because each house 
is an independent economical model. The resil-
ience of informality in the face of any possible 
crisis situation reaffirms the importance of the 
musseques; their capacity for change makes 
them motors for urban development. Moreover 
we observed that in certain musseques a ca-
pacity for urban agriculture exists since the soil 
and weather conditions are suitable for such a 

purpose. When we think globally we cannot af-
ford to discard self-sufficiency as an important 
factor in the future of urban developments.  

Despite the general criticism of Vinex urban 
guidelines, we also would like to acknowledge 
the variety of housing typologies and urban 
profiles that can contribute to the knowledge of 
future town planners. During the field work we 
could observe the differences between early 
and late Vinex urban phases. The Vinex urban-
ization can be seen as a learning method for 
future developments and provides a physical 
catalogue of valuable and failed urbanity ex-
amples.

Conclusions

In Luanda we found that the street contained 
the highest degree of economic Informality 
while acting as a link to other public spaces. 
These surround the private houses to form a 
continuous system that serves to activate the 
city and its inhabitants. The African street is not 
only a place for business; it is as well a place 
for urban negotiation which is constantly active.

In the Netherlands we found the highest rate 
of informality in the backyard-gardens of the 
houses, particularly the ones facing the water. 
We have already discussed the Dutch tendency 
to hide informality within the private sphere and 
away from the public domain. Nevertheless, we 
also observed how the water-garden typology 
provides a degree of freedom which would not 
be possible in the public space.

What is the rate of Informality within the Vinex-
district? What are the reasons behind different 
informal qualities? How do we spatially and 
socially activate the Vinex streets and public 
spaces?

By using the African Informality as a reference, 
we would like to answer the previous questions 
for the next phase of this investigation.
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